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in 2016, the team had spent the year working on the script going through 12 drafts and yamazaki drew rough
storyboards. a team of storyboard artists, including kazuhide tomonaga, worked on the movie to develop an animatic

reel which was over 90 minutes along. unlike the traditional practice, they decided that the film would have a hollywood
approach regarding production and show the animatic reel to others for feedback. it was also decided that the voice

acting stage would start so the mouth animation was in sync with the actual dialogue, an animation practice common in
western animation but rare in japanese anime. the first recording was done in may 2017 and while most of the voice
actors were a little hesitant, kanichi kurita however enjoyed it so much that he adlibbed some lines, and some were

made into the final product. case closed:the fourteenth target original title 14()meitantei conan jyon-banme no hyteki
(tgetto) original language japanese dubbing studio funimation entertainment voice director chad bowers recorded 2007

dub country united states original country japan year 1998 case closed: the fourteenth target, known in japan as
detective conan: the fourteenth target ( 14) is the second anime feature film based on the detective conan franchise. it

was released in japanese theatres on april 18, 1998. the film was released in north america on dvd by funimation
entertainment on november 20, 2007.
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case closed: the lastwizard of the century original title (meitantei conan: seikimatsu no majutsushi) original language
japanese dubbing studio funimation entertainment voice director christopher bevins recorded 2008 dub country united
states original country japan year 1999 case closed: the last wizard of the century, known in japan as detective conan:
the last wizard of the century ( ) is the third anime feature film based on the detective conan franchise. it was released
in japanese theatres on april 17, 1999. the film was released in north america on dvd by funimation entertainment on
december 29, 2009. case closed:the fifteenth target original title 15()meitantei conan jyon-banme no gekitou (tgetto)
original language japanese dubbing studio funimation entertainment voice director chad bowers recorded 2007 dub
country united states original country japan year 1998 case closed: the fifteenth target, known in japan as detective

conan: the fifteenth target ( 15) is the second anime feature film based on the detective conan franchise. it was released
in japanese theatres on april 18, 1998. the film was released in north america on dvd by funimation entertainment on

november 20, 2007. 5ec8ef588b
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